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a typeface by Feòrag NicBhrìde

Lindberg Caffeine is based on one of my own fonts, Lindberg. I distressed it in Illustrator for a particular design 
project and liked the result so much I decided to make a whole new font out of it.

This typeface has over 600 glyphs. As well as all those required to write European languages which use Latin script, 
Greek and Cyrillic characters are included. If you do not have the appropriate keyboard driver installed, they can be 
found using the Glyphs/Special Characters menu item in most MacOS X applications.

This archive contains the TTF versions of the font, which can be used on MacOS X, Linux and Windows. It in-
cludes the following files:

• About Lindberg Caffeine TTF.pdf - this file.

• LindbergCaffeine.ttf - the font file. In MacOS X, double click on this to see a preview. Click on the “Install 
Font” button to install.

A PostScript flavoured OpenType version is also available.

License and Notes
This typeface is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-Share Alike 2.5 UK: Scotland 
license. A copy of this license can be viewed at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.5/scotland/

Note that the license includes the provision “Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the 
copyright holder”. You already have my permission to use this font for commercial purposes, such as in a magazine 
or advertising, and do not need to ask (though a copy of whatever you used it for would be nice). If you wish to 
redistribute this font commercially, including on a website with paid advertising, you must still get my permission to 
do so and “you must make clear to others the license terms of this work”.
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